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FURTHER RESULTS ON FIXPOINTS AND ZEROS
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

JIAN-HUA ZHENG AND CHUNG-CHUN YANG

Abstract. In this paper, a quantitative estimation on the number of zeros of

the function /oj(z)-o(z) is derived, where f and g are transcendental

entire functions and aiz) a nonconstant polynomial. As an application of this

and a further step towards an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Baker, a

quantitative estimation on the number of period points of exact order n of fn

(nth iterate of /) is obtained.

1. Introduction

Let f(z) be an entire function and f„(z) = f„-i(f(z)) (fi(z) = f(z), f0(z)
= z) be the nth iterate of /. A point z0 at which f(z0) = z0 is called a

fixpoint of f(z). A fixpoint zq of order k of f(z) is a zero of fk(z) - z and,

further, according to whether

\fk(zo)\>l,    \f/c(zo)\<l,    or   \fk(zo)\ = l,

it is called, respectively, repulsive, attractive, or indifferent, and such a zo is a

fixpoint of exact order k of f(z) if it is not a fixpoint of order less than k of

Rosenbloom [15] seems to be the first to use the methods of Nevanlinna's

theory to study the existence and number of fixpoints of transcendental entire

functions. He showed that any transcendental entire function has infinitely

many fixpoints of order 1 or 2. Baker [2], as a generalization, proved:

Theorem A. Any transcendental entire function f(z) has infinitely many fix-

points of exact order n (n > 2) with the exception of at most one value of n,

where if f(z) has some finite deficient value, cannot occur (cf. [3]).

Baker also raised

Conjecture (A). For n > 2 , f(z) must have infinitely many fixpoints of exact

order n .

Recently, Bergweiler [6] completely answered the conjecture and obtained an

improved result as follows:

Theorem B. Let f(z) be an entire transcendental function n>2. Then f(z)

has an infinite number of repulsive fixpoints of exact order n.
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There are a number of papers (cf. [4], [5], [8]) dealing with the existence

of the fix-points of fi(g) for entire / and g, but no significant quantitative

estimation on the number of fix-point's were obtained. In this paper, we shall

present, by slightly modifying an important lemma of [4], a lower bound on

the estimation of N(r, l/f(g(z))-a(z)) (where / and g are transcendental
entire functions and a is a nonconstant polynomial) and use this to obtain

some results toward the answering of the following question raised by Baker [3]

in 1960:

Question (A). Is N„(r) the same growth as T(r, f„), where N„(r) denotes the

counting function for fixpoints of exact order n of fi(z) ?

About this question, Baker [1] proved the following

Theorem C. Let the order p(f) of the entire function f be less than 1/2 and

f(z) - z = cpzp + Cp+iZp+X +■■■ , Cp^O.

Then for sufficiently large r

(1) \0%{M(r,fin)-rk}<log\cp\+pklo%r + N(^,j±-^J ,

where k = k(n) > 3{c+^p~l}, k(l) = 3(c+l), c>l, and hence k(n) > 3" .

Throughout this paper, we shall use such standard notations as N(r, 1 //),
T(r, f), S(0, fi), etc. of Nevanlinna theory and assume that the reader is

familiar with its fundamental theorems, and by p(f) and k(f) we denote

the order and the lower order of f(z), respectively, and by E and F sets

of r with, respectively, finite linear measure and finite logarithmic measure,

respectively not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Finally, we recall
that it was Rosenbloom [15] who proved that for a polynomial P(z) and a

transcendental entire function g(z),

Bm„^.'/w«)-»»>1
r^oo T(r,g)

and conjectured the lim sup is greater than or equal to k — 1, where k is

the degree of P(z). This was later confirmed by G. S. Prokopovich [14] by

showing that the lim sup is greater than k - 1 + 3(0, g) with r 0 E. Recently

Bergweiler (private communication) suggested the lim sup, in general, is k - 2
for P(z) being a rational function. Here we shall present a lower bound for

the number of distinct zeros of P(g) - z in term of the degree of P(z).

2. Preliminary lemmas

Lemma 1. Let n(t) be a nonnegative, nondecreasing function and satisfy

lOg 71(1)
hm sup —;-= oo.

,_oo logl

Then there exists a set I of infinite logarithmic measure such that, for r e I,

(1+o(1))!^)>sup{!^0;„(Sr}.
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Proof. Since
,. logn(f)
lim sup —•-= oc,

/-.oo log t

there exists an unbounded sequence {/„} such that

logr„ v\   log! " "J

Then for r„ < r < 2r„ ,

(logn(t) 1 jTog/i(l) .,  .   I

< logn(r) = logw(r) logr _      | p      logw(r)

logr„ logr   logr„ logr

Thus Lemma 1 follows.

Let {a„} be a sequence of complex numbers and \a„\ —► oo and let r„ = \a„\
with 0 < ri < r2 < ■ ■■ < r„ < ■ ■ • . Define

log« a
°" = i^-n' n = r">

and

p(r) = log n(r)/ logr,        n(rn)>n,

where n(r) denotes the number of {a„} in \z\ < r. Clearly

p(r„) = logn(r„)/logr„ > on,

and hence
rtrn) > n.

Define p„ = [2p(r„)], where [x] denotes the largest integer no greater than x.

And obviously the sum
oo

5>/>n)'»+1
n=l

converges for any r > 0 and thus

(2) P(z) = Y[E[-?-,Pn)
n=\       KZ" J

defines a transcendental entire function, where

E(z, p) = (1 - z) exp(z + z2/2 + • • • + z"/p).

Lemma 2. For all sufficiently large r, and e > 0,

(3) log|P(z)| < «(r)2I°8r + «(r2+72)(3 + logn(r2+72)).

And further if
.. logn(r, I/P)
lim sup-t-■— = oo,

r-.oo lOgl-

then there exists a set I of infinite logarithmic measure such that, for r £ I,

log\P(z)\<n(r2+E/2)V2.

In order to prove the above lemma, we need the following
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Lemma 3 ([9, p. 26]). For all z and p> I,

log\E(z,p)\<A(p)min{\z\P,\zrx},

where A(p) = 2(2 + logp).

Proof of Lemma 2. Notice

Pn < 2p(r„) = 2logn(rn)/logr„ <p„ + l

and when r„ > exp(e3), A(pn) < 2 loglog/i(r„). Thus it follows from Lemma

3 that, for \z\ = r > exp{e3),

OO I \

log|P(z)| = $>gi^|-,p„J

<2      £     (loglog«(r„))(r/r„)^ + ^(loglogn(/-n))(/-/r„)^+1

r>r„>exp{e)) r<r„

(4) +<9(r"(exp(e3))+lN

2(loglog«(l))(r/l)2',« dn(t) + o(r^exp^+x)

= 2 I f + [       + r    1 (loglogn(t))(r/t)2»^dn(t) + 0(r"Wei))+x)
\\Je       Jr Jr2+'/2)

where e is a given positive number. We now express the three integrals above

as I, II, and III, respectively and estimate them below.

We note when r is sufficiently large, for x > n(r2+e/2),

(loglogX) < _x(«1°8'-+31og2)/2((2+£)logr-log2)_

/•OO

111= /      (loglog«(l))«(l)-2(1-logr/log''fi/i(i)
Jr^'/l

r°°
< /      (loglogn(t))n(t)-[X+{eXoir+3Xo&2^2+e)Xo^r-Xo^]dn(t)

Jr2+</2
*»00

< / (;c\-[l+(Elogr+31og2)/2((2-r£)logr-log2)]^;c < j .

7n(r2+V2)

ff/2
II < /        loglogn(t)dn(t)

< n(r2+£/2)loglogn(r2+e/2) - n(r)loglogn(r) - 1;

I<loglog«(r) ['(r/e)2Xo&nWXos'dn(t) <loglogn(r) f n(t)2^r-xUn(t)

<loglogn(r)n(r)2lo*r-x.

Combining I, II, and III we obtain the first inequality of Lemma 2.

As to the second inequality, we only need to improve the estimate of integral
I. By Lemma 1, there exists a set / of infinite logarithmic measure such that

for re I
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Therefore for re/

I<loglog«(r) f (r/e)2l0&n^l0^dn(t)
Je

<loglog«(r)  / (r/e)(l+o(D)21og«W/log'-^„(r)

= loglogn(r)n(r)2^x+0^+x < n(r)3+xl2.

This also completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Lemma 4 ([7] or cf. [4, p. 76]). If f and g are transcendental entire functions,
then

M(r,f(g)) = M((l+o(l))M(r,g),f)   (r $ F).

The following results in essence come from Wiman-Valiron theory. We first

denote the central index of an entire function g(z) by v(r, g) and the maxi-
mum term by p(r, g).

Lemma 5 ([16] or cf. [4]). Let g be entire and transcendental and assume that

d > 0, e>0, n > 0, and y > 1/2. Suppose that \z0\ = r, \g(z0)\ >
nM(r, g), and \x\ < dv(r, g)~y. Then

(5) g(z0e<) ~ g(zQ)e^>^   (r?F);

(6) g'(z0e*) ~ (v(r, g)/z0e*)g(zo)e^r'^   (rfF);

(7) u(r, g) < (logp(r, g))x+e < (logM(r, g))x+c   (r#F);

(8) log7l/(r,^)<(l+o(l))log/i(r,<?)<(l+o(l))I/(r,^)logr   (r ? F).

By suitably modifying a proof of Bergweiler [4, Lemma 3], we can easily
derive the following

Lemma 6. Let g(z) be entire and transcendental and assume that c > 0, 1 >

y > 1/2, and n > 0. If r & F, \z0\ = r, and \g(z0)\ > nM(r, g), then there
exists a function x(z) analytic in \z - z0\ < crv(r, g)~y satisfying

\x(z)v(r, g) - 2ni\ = o(l),    g(zex^) = g(z).

Let f(z) and g(z) be two transcendental entire functions and a(z) a non-
constant polynomial. By P(z) we denote the Weierstrass product of the zeros
of f(g) - a(z) constructed in the same manner as P(z) in (2). We note if

f(S) - oc(z) has the finite exponent of convergence of the zeros, P(z) must be
of finite order. Thus we have

(9) f(g(z)) = a(z) + P(z)eD^

for some entire function D(z).

Lemma 1. If g and p are defined as in the paragraph above and satisfy the
relationship

(10) N(r, l/P(z))<dT(rxl3,g)       (r?F);

where d is a given number, 0 < d < 1, then there exists a set I of infinite
logarithmic measure such that for r e I,

(11) v(r,g)<v(r,D)x+*,
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where e is a given positive number. Further when k(g) > 0, / = R\F.

Proof. First suppose that the derivative f'(z) has only a finite number of zeros.
Then

= o(T(r,(f(g))'))    (r?E).

N\' (fi(g)Y-c*')

= ̂ ^WTw)<W(r'l) + T{r'J + D') + 0{l)

= 2N(r, I) +m (r, ^'^'^ + 0(1) = o(T(r, (f(g))'))   (r ? E).

These two inequalities will lead to an absurdity.   Hence f'(z) has infinitely

many zeros. Differentiating both sides of (9), we have

f'(g(z))g'(z) = (P'(z)/P(z) + D'(z))(f(g(z)) - a(z)) + a'(z).

If f'(a) = 0, then

(12)

N V ' J^J ~ N V ' (P'/P + D>)(f(a)-a) + a>)
< T(r, (P'/P + D')(f(a) -a)+a') + 0(l)

<T(r,D') + T(r,p'/P) + o(T(r,g))

= T(r, D') + N(r, 1//J) + m(r, P'/P) + o(T(r, g))

< (1 + o(l))T(r, D) + dT(r, g) + m(r, p'/P) + o(T(r, g)).

Now we estimate m(r, P'/P) by Lemma 2 and the well-known lemma of log-

arithmic derivative.

m(r, p'/p) < 0(logT(r, p)) < 0(loglogM(r, fi))

<0(logrlogn(r, 1/fi) + logn(r5'2[2, 1/fi))

= o(n(r5'2/2,l/fi))

and

«(r5/2/2, 1/fi) < (log2)-xN(r5'2/2, 1/fi) < (d/log2)T(r, g).

Hence

(13) m(r, fi'/fi) = o(T(r, g)).

Since fi'(z) has infinitely many zeros, from Nevanlinna's second fundamental

theorem, (12) and (13) it follows that

(14) T(r,g)<0(T(r,D))    (r£E).

A classical lemma due to Borel [9, Lemma 2.4] tells us that

(15) logM(r,g)<T(r,g)x+'l(>    (r <£ F).
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Combining (7), (15), (14), and (8), we obtain

(16)        v(r, g) < (logM(r, g))x+^6 < T(r, g)x+£'3 < T(r, D)x+°l2

< (logM(r, D))x+el2 < (v(r, D)logr)x+5e'6    (r £ F).

Thus the same argument as in W. Bergweiler [4] implies that there exists a set

I of r of infinite logarithmic measure such that for r e I,

Hr,g)<v(r,D)x+s.

Further it follows from (16) that when the lower order of g is positive,

v(r,g)<v(r,D)x+e    (r f F).

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.

Lemma 8 ([17, p. 68]). If f(z) is meromorphic in \z\ < R, with f(0) ^ 0, 1, oo
and f'(0) # 0, then for 0<r<R,

T(r, f) < 2 J7V(R, /) + N (r, ^j + N (r, jJ—} }

+ 191 + 41og+ |/(0)| + 21og+ —Ljy + 121og+ —j.

The following is a classical inequality of Nevanlinna, which can be found in

[11, p. 120] or [10, p. 331].

Lemma 9. Suppose that ho(z), ... , hp(z) are linearly independent meromorphic

functions and not all rational, and such that

hQ(z) + ■ ■ ■ + hp(z) = 1.

Then

T(r, hv) <p \ f^N (r, ±-) +£7V(r, hk) \ +S(r),
[k=0       V kJ       k*v J

where

S(r) = O (log (t T(r, hk)\ j + O(logr),     as r - 00, r $ E.

The following result is obvious.

Lemma 10. Let

P(z) = aszs + as-izs~x + ■ ■ ■ + a0       (as^0;s> 1).

Then for any meromorphic function f(z), we have

s

T(r, /»(/)) < sT(r, /) + 5log2 +£log+ \ak\.
k=0

3. Statements of main results

Theorem 1. Let f and g be two transcendental entire functions and a(z) a

nonconstant polynomial. If k(f) > 0, and g(z) satisfies

(logr)3 = 0(v(r,g)),
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then there is a set I of infinite logarithmic measure such that for r e I, we have

N (r' f(gl)-a) > [l°BM(rx'3,fi(g))]x/4.

Theorem 2. If f(z), g(z) are defined as in Theorem 1, then there exists a set

I of infinite logarithmic measure such that for r e I,

N (r> f(g]-a) > min{dT(rxl3,g),[logM(rxl3,f(g))]xlx^}.

Furthermore when k(g) > 0, I = R\F.

The following result can be derived immediately from Theorem 1, which is

related to Question (A).

Theorem 3. If f(z) is a transcendental entire function with X(f) > 0, then there

exists a set I of r of infinite logarithmic measure such that for r € I,

Nn(r) > (1 - o(l))[logM(rxl3, fn)]xl4   (n > 2).

Theorem 4. Let P(z) be a nonconstant polynomial and f(z) a transcendental

entire function and a(z) a nonconstant small meromorphic function satisfying

T(r, a(z)) = o(T(r, f)). Then P(f(z)) - a(z) must have an infinite number

of zeros and furthermore

T(r,P(f))<kN(r, p{^_^j+o(T(r,f)),     r*E.

where k = 2 if P'(z) has only one zero; otherwise k = 2 degP.

From Theorem 4, we may immediately get a corollary which provides a so-
lution to Question (A).

Corollary. If a transcendental entire function f(z) has the factorization f(z) =

P(g(z)) for some nonlinear polynomial P(w) and entire function g(z), then

for sufficiently large r,

N„(r,l/(fn-z))>kT(r,fn),     r ? E,

where k is a positive number dependent on the deg P.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

First we write

f(g(z)) = a(z) + P(z)eD^,

where D(z) is an entire function and P(z) a Weierstrass product formed by

the zeros of f(g) - a(z) as expressed in Lemma 2.

We need treat two cases, separately.
(I) 401ogM(2r, p(z)) > logM(r, f(g)), r £ F. Obviously

.. logn(r, 1/P)
lim sup        ,-■J-i- = oo.

r-.oo logr

Otherwise, the order of fi(z) is finite, but on the other hand, the lower order

of fi(g) is infinite and hence logM(2r, P(z)) = o(logM(r, f(g))), which is
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a contradiction.  Thus it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists a set / of
infinite logarithmic measure such that r € I,

logM(r,f(g))<40n(r2+E)y2.

Thus we easily get Theorem 2.
(II) There exists a set / of infinite logarithmic measure such that r e I,

(19) 401ogM(2r, fi{z)) < logM(r, f(g)).

Suppose now that the theorem is false; then

N (rf(g]_a) < [logM(rx'3,f(g))]xl4.

Obviously

(20) N I2"' f(g)-a(z)) = 0(l0*M(r> /(*)»■

Since k(f) > 0, there exists a positive number t such that logM(r, f) > r',
r g E. Thus by Lemma 4, we have

logM(r,f(g))>(l-o(l))'M(r,gy.

On the other hand, we have

logM(r, f(g)) = logM(r, a(z) +p(z)eD^)

< 0(logr) + log2 + log7Vf(r, P) + logM(r, eD^)

<±logM(r,f(g)) + M(r,D(z)).

Thus
logM(r,D)>(t/2)logM(r,g).

It follows from this that for sufficiently large r,

v(r, g) < (logM(r, g))1^ < ((2/t)logM(r, D))1'6 < ((3/t)u(r, D)logr)7/6.

Combining the above inequalities and the assumption that for some positive
number c, (logr)3 <cv(r, g), we have

v(r, g) < (3/l)21/11i/(r, D)2X/XX < v(r, D)23'x2.

We choose a point zo with \zo\ = r such that

\f(g(zo))\ = M(r, f(g)) = M((l + o(l))M(r, g),f);

then

\g(zo)\>(l-o(l))M(r,g),

and

(21)
\D(z0)\>ReD(zo) = log\exp(D(zo))\ = log\(f(g(zo))-a(z0))/p(z0)\

> log|/(^(z0))| - log+ |a(z0)| - log+ \P(z0)\ - log2

> logM(r, f(g))-logM(r, a(z)) - logM(r, fi{z)) - log2

> logM(r, exp(D(z))) - 2{logM(r, a(z)) + logM(r, P(z)) + log2}

> (7/8)(l - o(l))logM(r, exp(D(z))) > (2/3)M(r, D),     r£F.
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From Lemma 6, we can construct an analytic function x(z) in  \z — zo\ <

12crv(r, g)~X2l23, c = arctan2 + n/2, r&E, satisfying

\*(z)v(r, g)-2ni\ = o(l),    and    g(zex{z)) = g(z).

Set k(z) = zer^ and

(r)y h(s      f(g(z)) ~ a(z)

(22) H{Z) ~ a(k(z))-a(zy

Since, as r —► oc,

a(A:(z)) - a(z) ~ (eqz(z) - l)a(z) ~ ot(z)q(z) ~ (2nqi/v(r, g))a(z),

where q is the degree of a(z), it follows that h(z) is analytic in |z - zqI <

12cru(r, g)-12'23.

Now define zx = zo^'* where 8 e R is chosen such that ReD(zi) = 0 and

|i/(r,Z))0-7t/2| = |argZ>(zo) + 0(l)| = |arctan(ImZ)(z0)/ReD(z0)) + o(l)\ <
arctan2, we can do this by Lemma 5 and (21). Then

1*1 ~ z0\ = r\eie - 1| ~ r\6\ < crv(r, D)~x.

Since

u(r,g)<v(r,D)23lxl,     i.e.    u(r, D)~x < v(r, g)~x2123,        r <£ F,

we have \zx - z0| < (1 + o(l))crv(r, g)~X2/23 < 2crv(r, g)~x2/23.

It follows that h(z) is well defined for \z - zi| < I0crv(r, g)_12/23 and,
setting R = 2crv(r, g)~X2/23, we now estimate

(23) N(R) = N(5R, zi, h) + N(5R, zi, l/h) + N(5R, z{, l/(h-l)).

For this, we consider the disk \z - z{\ < 5R,

\z\ < |z,| + 5R < \z0\ + 6R = r(l + I2crv(r, g)'12'23);

\k(z)\ = \zez(z)\ <(! + I2crv(r, gy^l^)re\^\

<(l + I2crv(r, g)-x2l23)(l + lcrv(r, g)~x)r

<(l + 2Qcrv(r,g)-x2l23)r,        r <£ F,

since \x(z)v(r, g) - 2ni\ = o(l). Define t = (1 + 20ci^(r, g)~x2/23)r. Thus it

clearly follows from g(k(z)) = g(z) and the form of h(z) that

N(R)<2N(t, l/P) = o(logM(r,fi(g))),    r e I\F.

Now we estimate log\h'(zx)\ and log+ |A(zi)|.

log+ \h(zi)\ = log+ \P(zi)expD(zi)/(a(k(zi)) - a(z,))|

(24) < log+ \P(zi)\ + log+ \a(zi)\ + logu(r, g) + 0(1)

<logM(r,p(z)) + 0(logrv(r,g))

< (l/40)logAf(r, f(g)) + 0(logrv(r, g)).

huz) = f'(g(z))g'(z)-a'(z) _ (f(g(z)) - a(z))(a'(k(z))k'(z) - a'(z))

(25) {  ' a(k(z))-a(z) (a(k(z))-a(z))2

K    ] \P'(z) + P(z)D'(z)     P(z)(a'(k(z))k'(z) - a'(z))]   n(z)

.   a(k(z))-a(z) (a(k(z)) - a(z))2        J
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Then (5) in Lemma 5 implies that

log|A'(z,)| > log\D'(zi)\ - [21og+ \p(zi)\ + log+ \p'(zi)\ + 0(logru(r, g))}

> logM(r, D) + logi/(r, D) + 0(1)

- [21ogM(r, P(z)) + logM(r, fi'(z)) + 0(logru(r, g))],

logM(r, fi'(z)) < 5F(3r/2, p'(z)) < 5(1 + o(l))T(3r/2, fi(z))

<{l/i)logM(r,f{g)),     r?E.

Thus

(26) log|A'(z,)|>-(l/5)logJl/(r,/(*)),     r£F.

Now it follows from Lemma 8 that

T(4R, zuh)< 2N(R) + 191 + 121og+ 5R/(5R - 4R)

(27) + 21og+ 1/R + 41og+ \h(zi)\ + 21og+ l/\h'(zi)\

<o(logM(r,f(g))) + (l/2)logM(r,f(g))

+ 0(logrv(r,g)),     r€l\F.

On the other hand, we have

\hf-rW        f(g(zo)) ~ Q(zo) t/(r» g)    \r,„,„ yy      „/„ m
|A(Zo)l=   a(fc(z0))-a(zo)   ~2^(^I/U(Z0))~Q(20)I'

i.e.,

(28) lQg|A(z0)| > logM{r, fi(g)) + logv(r, g) - 0(logr)

and

(29) log|A(z0)| < log M(R, zx,h)< (5/3)F(4R, z,, h).

Thus by combining (27), (28), and (29), we have

logAf(r,/(#)) +logi/(r, g)

< o(logM(r, fig))) + Oilogrvir, g)) + (5/6)logA/(r, fig)),     r € I\F,

and hence

T(r, f{g)) < logM{r, /(g)) < 0(logri/(r, g)),     re I\F.

This is absurd and thus Theorem 1 follows.

4. Proof of Theorem 2

First we write

f(g(z)) = a(z) + P(z)eD^,

where Z>(z) is an entire function and fi(z) a Weierstrass product formed by

the zeros of fi(g) - a(z) as expressed in Lemma 2.

We need to treat two cases, separately.

(I) There exists a set / of infinite logarithmic measure such that for r e I,

401ogM(2r, fi(z)) > logM(r/2, f(g)).

Then Lemma 2 implies that

logM(r/2, f(g)) < 40n(r)2X°sr + 40n(r5!2)loglogn(r5'2) < 4ln(r5'2)2Xo«r,
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and further
logM(r1'3, f(g)) < 41n(rp3>loer < n(r)21ogr,

this is (18).

(II)
401ogM(2r,/J(z))<logM(r,/(g)),     r $ F.

Suppose now that the theorem is false so that

N(r,l/(f(g)-a(z)))<dT(rxl3,g)       {0 < d < 1),  r*F.

From Lemma 7, for 0 < d < 1, we can find a set / of r of infinite logarithmic

measure such that r e I,

v(r,g)<v(r,D)x+i,

where e is a given positive number.
Then Theorem 2 follows by suitably modifying the proof of Case (II) of

Theorem 1.

5. Proof of Theorem 3

Since k(f) > 0, Theorem 1 shows that there exists a set / of infinite loga-

rithmic measure such that for re/,

N(r> J^) > (^gM(rx'3,fn))xl4.

Let zo be a periodic point of order n , but not exact order n ; i.e., there exists

a positive integer k (< n) such that

fn(zo) = z0 and fk(z0) = z0, but fj(z0) # zo for j < k.

Then k < n - 2 and n = mk for some integer m > 1. Indeed, if k = n - 1,
then /(zo) = zo , and this will yield « = 2 , which is a contradiction. Now we

can write for some positive integer p,

fk(z) - z0 = (z - zo)pf*(z),        f*(z0) # 0.

Therefore we easily see

f„(z) - Zo = (Z - ZoYmrP""\z) ■ ■ ■ rP(f(m-2)k(z))r(f(m-l)k(z))

so that

N (r, -jj—) < Nn(r) + XX/fc(r) ^ N»^ + d + o(l))T"(r, fn.2).
V    Jn    ZJ fc=i

On the other hand, we have

loglogJl/i/1/*, /„) > loglogM^M^1/3^, f), fn-i) + 0(1)

> loglogM(2r,fn-i) + 0(l)

> log log M(cM(r, fn-2),f) + 0(1)

> logM(r, fn-2) + 0(1) > T(r, fn-2) + 0(1),

so that
Fn(r,/n_2) = 0(logM(r1/3,/n)1/4).

Thus Theorem 3 follows.
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7. Proof of Theorem 4

Define A(z) = P(f(z)) - h(z); i.e.,

(30) P(f(z)) = h(z) + A(z),

and hence

(31) P'(f(z))f'(z) = h'(z) + A'(z) = h'(z) + (A'(z)/A(z))(P(f(z)) - h(z)).

Below we treat two cases, separately.

(I) P'(z) has two distinct zeros, say at (i = 1, 2). It follows from (31) that

(32)

N V ' T^a~) -N[r' h'(z) + ̂ (P(ai)-h(z))J

< J? (r, p(/| _ ^ + T(r, h') + T(r, h) + m {r, (p$I*}') + 0(1)

^(r,f^-Ji)+o(T(r,fi)).

By Nevanlinna's second fundamental theorem and (32), one get

T(r, f)<J2N(r> y^)+°(T(r> /))

<2N^r, p{fl)_f^+o(T(r,f))   (r ? E).

This and Lemma 10 imply that

T(r, P(f)) < 2degPN (r, jfj^) + o{T{r, /))    (r * F).

(II) P'(z) has only one zero, say a. Then we can write P'(z) = nc(z-a)n~x,
n = degP, c is a constant; i.e., P(z) = c(z-a)n+b, where b is also a constant.

It follows from (30) that c(f(z) -a)" + b = h(z) + A(z); that is,

c(f(z)-a)n        A(z)

h(z)-b        h(z)-b

Applying Lemma 9 to the above equality, we have

7.(r,aq^«C)<B(r.7i-)+ff(r.;l)+(lpi(r,/))l   „*

Since n > 2 and a is a zero of P'(z), (32) holds for a. This and the above
inequality yield

T(r,P{f))<T{r, CifhZf) + °(r(r• /»

<2iV^,i?(/)1_/;)+o(r(r,/))    (r^F).

Thus Theorem 4 is proved.
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8. Conclusion

Actually, Theorem 1 still holds, even if "1/3" and "1/4" there are respectively

replaced by "5^7" and "5^" (e is a sufficiently small positive number). Indeed,

one can easily verify this by analysing the proof of Theorem 1. Also, under the

hypothesis of Theorem 1, we can obtain the following result:

N(r- f{gl)_a)>klogM(r/2,fi(g)),    re/,

where 0 < k < 1  and / has the positive lower logarithmic density, if there
exist entire functions p and D such that

f(g)-a = PeD,

with the properties that
(i)T(r,P)<0(N(r,j));

(ii) for some positive number a, logM(r, D) > alogM(r, g), or k(f) > 0
and (logr)3 = 0(u(r, g)).
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